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AbstratIn this artile, we present and evaluate a method for training a statistialpart-of-speeh tagger on data from written language and then adapting itto the requirements of tagging a orpus of transribed spoken language,in our ase spoken Swedish. This is urrently a signi�ant problem formany researh groups working with spoken language, sine the availabil-ity of tagged training data from spoken language is still very limited formost languages. The overall auray of the tagger developed for spokenSwedish is quite respetable, varying from 95% to 97% depending on thetagset used. In onlusion, we argue that the method presented here givesgood tagging auray with relatively little e�ort.Keywords: statistial part-of-speeh tagging, spoken language orpora

1 IntrodutionEven though the number of orpora annotated for parts-of-speeh has inreasedenormously over the past deade or so, most of these resoures are still writtenlanguage orpora. Consequently, researhers dealing with spoken language of-ten �nd themselves in the situation of having to tag a orpus with no taggedorpus available to train the tagger. This was the problem we had to fae intrying to tag the Gothenburg Spoken Language Corpus (GSLC), sine no orpusof transribed spoken Swedish had previously been tagged for parts-of-speeh.Essentially, there seemed to be two alternatives available to us:1. Tag a substantial part of the orpus manually and use that as trainingdata for tagging the rest.2. Use a training method that does not require tagged data as input, e. g.,expetation-maximization using the Baum-Welh algorithm for HiddenMarkov Models (Baum 1972).None of these alternatives was very attrative, though. Manual tagging is avery time-onsuming task and a lot of data is required to guarantee a goodresult; unsupervised learning does not require manual work but is known to
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give poorer results in the end (Merialdo 1994). Therefore, we deided to try adi�erent approah, namely to start by training a statistial tagger on writtenSwedish, for whih several tagged orpora are now available, and to use variousmethods to adapt the resulting tagger to spoken language. Our belief in thisstrategy was strengthened by the results reported in Nivre et al (1996), wherewe used a tagger trained on written Swedish to tag spoken Swedish with noadaptations at all, and obtained enouraging if not brilliant results. Sine then,we have re�ned the method to the point where we now atually obtain higherauray for spoken language than for written language. The purpose of thisartile is to present and evaluate our tagging methodology. Even though mostof the work reported here onerns the analysis of a single orpus (GSLC), webelieve that the results may be of more general interest, sine the analysis ofspoken language orpora is a rapidly growing researh area and many researhgroups will have to fae problems similar to ours in the future.
2 Bakground2.1 The Gothenburg Spoken Language CorpusThe Gothenburg Spoken Language Corpus (GSLC) is a orpus of spoken Swe-dish olleted at the Department of Linguistis, G�oteborg University, over anumber of years under the diretion of Jens Allwood (f. Allwood 1999a).1 Theorpus onsists of audio and video reordings from a wide variety of soial a-tivities together with transriptions of these reordings. At the time of writing,e�orts are being made to digitalize the reordings and to synhronize reordingsand transriptions in order to reate a multimodal spoken language orpus (f.Nivre et al 1998). In this artile we will restrit our attention to the orpus oftransriptions, whih urrently omprises some 1.2 million running words.2.1.1 Transription StandardTransriptions in GSLC onform to the standard de�ned in Nivre (1999a), whihontains a large number of symbols and onventions for marking, inter alia,speaker hange, overlapping speeh, pauses, and aspets of nonverbal ommuni-ation through a system of standardized omments. Most of these features willnot be of interest here, sine they do not inuene the assignment of parts-of-speeh to word tokens, but we need to say a few words about the onventionsfor transribing words.Utteranes are transribed using modi�ed standard orthography aording tothe following priniples (f. Nivre 1999b):� Words that only our with one pronuniation are always transribed us-ing standard orthography (but without apitalization). Thus, the wordsSverige (Sweden) and kanske (maybe) are always transribed sverigeand kanske.� Words that have several pronuniation variants are transribed aordingto the atual pronuniation as far as this an be aptured by modifying1See also http://www.ling.gu.se/SLSA/SLorpus.html.
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the standard orthography. For example, the word jag (I) is transribed asja or jag, depending on whether the g is pronouned or not.� In ases where the modi�ed standard orthography gives rise to ambiguities(homographies) that are not present in standard orthography, the formsin question are disambiguated by one of two methods. Wherever possible,forms are disambiguated by supplying missing letters | with respet tostandard orthography | in urly braes. Thus, the shorter form of jag iswritten jafgg in order to distinguish it from the word ja (yes). In aseswhere this method of disambiguation is not appliable, numerial indiesare used instead. For instane, the onjuntion oh (and) and the in�nitivemarker att (to) often have the same pronuniation, whih is rendered �a0(oh) and �a1 (att).These onventions enable us to apture the most important variations in pro-nuniation without having to use phoneti transription. At the same time, wean in most ases onvert the transribed forms to standard orthography, whihis often useful (e. g., in part-of-speeh tagging).2In addition to the onventions of modi�ed orthography and disambiguationoutlined above, the following options should be noted:� Emphati (or ontrastive) stress is indiated by transribing a word in allupperase (e. g., JAG instead of jag).� Lengthening of ontinuants is indiated by inserting a olon (:) after theorresponding grapheme (e. g., ja:g). Note that we refer to the extralengthening here, not ordinary long vowels.� Word forms that need to be disambiguated aording to the priniplesoutlined earlier, but where the transriber is not sure what the intendedword is are indexed with an asterisk * (e. g., �a*).� Interrupted words are marked with a plus sign (+) at the end in orderto distinguish them from (omplete) homographs (e. g., kon+; f. kon =`one').2.1.2 Tokenization and SegmentationSine the transription system is based on standard orthography, segmentationof utteranes into word tokens is performed in the proess of transription andword boundaries are marked by spaes as usual. This means that the problem oftokenization, i. e., the problem of determining what should ount as one tokenand should therefore reeive one part-of-speeh tag, does not arise in the sameway as for written texts where it is often unlear how, e. g., abbreviations shouldbe split (or merged) into tokens. Of ourse, this does not mean that we avoidthe problem that some �xed phrases, suh as p�a grund av (beause of), areperhaps better treated as single words (in this ase as a preposition). As soon2The only ases where it is not possible to onvert transribed forms to standard ortho-graphy are those where the modi�ation does not reate any ambiguity. For example, whenan adjetive like roligt (fun) is transribed rolit, there is nothing in the form itself that tellsus what the orresponding standard form is. In the future, we will try to avoid this problemby making urly braes obligatory in these ases as well: rolifggt.
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as an expression is written as several words in standard orthography, it will betreated as suh in our transriptions as well.Another property that distinguishes transriptions from ordinary texts is thefat that they are learly segmented into distint utteranes (or ontributions),eah of whih belong to a ertain speaker (even though some of these utter-anes may overlap in time). Sine grammatial dependenies aross utteranesare normally rather weak (at least at the level of parts-of-speeh), utteranesprovide a onvenient unit for part-of-speeh tagging (and utterane boundariesan important ontextual feature). Again, we an ompare this to the task ofsegmenting a written text into sentenes, whih is learly a non-trivial problem.(On the other hand, it is normally not neessary to do this segmentation inorder to perform part-of-speeh tagging.)2.2 Statistial Part-of-Speeh TaggingPart-of-speeh tagging refers to the problem of assigning lexial ategories, orparts-of-speeh, to words in a text, a problem for whih there now exist a varietyof methods. Sometimes, these methods are divided into two groups: statistialvs. rule-based. However, this terminology is somewhat misleading sine many`rule-based' methods rely on statistis in the training phase (e. g., Brill 1992) andsome of the `non-statistial' methods are not really rule-based in the traditionalsense (e. g., Daelemans et al 1996). In this artile, we use the term statistialpart-of-speeh tagging in a narrow sense, referring only to tagging methods thatuse a probabilisti model during the atual tagging phase and try to �nd themost probable part-of-speeh sequene for a partiular string of words.2.2.1 HMM TaggingMost statistial taggers are based on some variant of the n-lass model (f.Merialdo 1994), whih an be seen as an instane of Shannon's noisy hannelmodel based on Bayesian inversion:P (1; : : :; kjw1; : : :; wk) = P (w1; : : :; wkj1; : : :; k)P (1; : : :; k)P (w1; : : :; wk)In order to �nd the maximally probable part-of-speeh sequene 1; : : :; k fora given string of words w1; : : :; wk, we only need to �nd that sequene whihmaximizes the produt in the numerator of the right hand side (sine the de-nominator is onstant for a given word string). The �rst fator of this produtis given by the lexial model :
P̂ (w1; : : :; wkj1; : : :; k) = kYi=1P (wiji)In this model, every word is onditioned only on its own part-of-speeh, anindependene assumption whih may seem unrealisti but whih is neessary inorder to get a tratable and trainable model. Some early systems (e. g., DeRose1988) instead use the inverse probabilities, i. e., P (ijwi), whih may be easierto estimate intuitively but whih are not warranted by the noisy hannel modeland whih appear to give worse performane (Charniak et al 1993).
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The seond fator is estimated by means of the ontextual model :
P̂ (1; : : :; k) = kYi=1P (iji�(n�1); : : :; i�1)In this model, every part-of-speeh is onditioned on the n � 1 previous partsof speeh. Depending on the value of n, we get di�erent varieties of the n-lassmodel, known as unilass, bilass, trilass, et. Earlier experiments have shownthat while the trilass model generally yields better results given enough trainingdata, the bilass model is more robust with respet to sparse data and thereforepreferable for large tagsets and/or small training orpora (Nivre forthoming).The n-lass model an be implemented very eÆiently as a Hidden MarkovModel (HMM), where the ontextual model is de�ned by the transition proba-bilites of the underlying Markov hain, while the lexial model is de�ned by theoutput probabilities. The task of �nding the most probable part-of-speeh se-quene for a given string of words is then equivalent to �nding the optimal path(state sequene) of the model for a partiular output string, a problem whihan be solved with reasonable eÆieny using the Viterbi algorithm (Viterbi1967).Given enough training data, statistial taggers based on the n-lass modeltypially ahieve auray rates ranging from 95% (Charniak et al 1993) to 97%(Merialdo 1994), depending on the type of text and the tagset used. Althoughmost of the studies still onern English text, there is now a fair amount ofstudies reporting similar results for other languages, suh as Frenh (Chanodand Tapanainen 1995) and Swedish (Brants and Samuelsson 1995).2.2.2 Parameter EstimationThe major problem in onstruting a statistial tagger | or any other proba-bilisti model for that matter | is to �nd good estimates for the model para-meters. In the n-lass model, there are two types of parameters that need to beestimated:1. Lexial probabilities: P (wj)2. Contextual probabilites: P (iji�(n�1); : : :; i�1)There are basially two methods that are used to estimate these parametersempirially from orpus data, depending on what kind of data is available fortraining. Both methods are based on the notion of Maximum Likelihood Esti-mation (MLE), whih means that we try to hoose those estimates that maxi-mize the probability of the observed training data. If we have aess to taggedtraining data, we an use relative frequenies to estimate probabilities:3P̂ (wj) = fN (w; )fN ()P̂ (iji�(n�1); : : :; i�1) = fN (i�(n�1); : : :; i)fN (i�(n�1); : : :; i�1)3The relative frequeny fN (E) of an event E in a sample of N observations is always amaximum likelihood estimate of the probability P (E); see, e. g., Lindgren (1993).
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If we only have aess to untagged data, the standard method is to start fromsome initial model and use the Baum-Welh algorithm for Hidden Markov Mod-els (Baum 1972) to iteratively improve the estimates until we reah a loalmaximum.4 Unfortunately, there is no guarantee that we ever reah a globalmaximum, and results are generally better if we an use tagged data for esti-mation (Merialdo 1994).Regardless of whih method we use to obtain a maximum likelihood esti-mation from our training data, we still have to fae the ubiquitous problem ofsparse data, whih means that, for a lot of the events whose probability we wantto estimate, we simply do not have enough data to get a reliable estimate. Themost drasti ase of this is events that do not our at all in the training data,suh as `unknown words' in the ontext of part-of-speeh tagging. If we assignthese events zero probability (aording to MLE), then any hain of indepen-dent events involving suh an event will also be assigned probability zero, whihis usually not very pratial (unless we an be sure that the event in questionis really impossible and not just infrequent). Therefore, we normally want toadjust our estimates in suh a way that we an reserve some of the probabilitymass for events that we have not yet seen. This is what is known in the �eld assmoothing.2.2.3 SmoothingBefore we turn to the various methods used for smoothing, let us note thatthe problem of sparse data a�ets the two models involved in statistial part-of-speeh tagging rather di�erently. In the ontextual model, we always knowhow many events we have not seen. For example, given a part-of-speeh systemwith NC tags, we know that there are (NC)n possible n-tuples. By ontrast,the lexial model is open-ended, and it is usually very diÆult to estimate howmany words (or word-tag pairs) we have not seen | unless we use a lexion tostipulatively limit the lass of words allowable in texts, a move whih is oftenmade when evaluating taggers, but whih is usually ompletely unrealisti froma pratial appliation point of view. We will return to the problem of theopen-ended lexial model in setion 3.The methods used for smoothing an be divided into two broad ategories.In the �rst ategory, whih we may all smoothing proper, we �nd methods wherethe parameters of a single model are being adjusted to ounter the e�et of sparsedata, usually by taking some probability mass from seen events and reserving itfor unseen events. This ategory inludes methods suh as additive smoothing(Lidstone 1920, Gale and Churh 1990), Good-Turing estimation (Good 1953,Gale and Sampson 1995), and various methods based on held-out data andross-validation (Jelinek and Merer 1985, Jelinek 1997).In the seond ategory, whih we may all ombinatory smoothing, we �ndmethods for ombining the estimates from several models. The most well-knownmethods in this ategory are probably bak-o� smoothing (Katz 1987) and linearinterpolation (Brown et al 1992).Most of the results on smoothing methods in the literature onern the prob-lem of language modeling, i. e., of assigning probabilities to strings of words,4The Baum-Welh algorithm an be seen as a speial ase of the general tehnique knownas Expetation-Maximization (EM); f. Dempster et al (1977).
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a ruial problem in most statistial approahes to speeh reognition (f. Je-linek 1997, Ney et al 1997). For part-of-speeh tagging, Nivre (forthoming)has shown that the two models involved require di�erent smoothing methods.While Good-Turing estimation seems to give the best results for the lexialmodel, this method is outperformed by both additive smoothing and bak-o�smoothing when it omes to the ontextual model.2.3 Previous Work on Swedish and Spoken LanguageAlthough we have not been able to �nd any previous studies dealing spei�allywith spoken Swedish (exept Nivre et al 1996), we should mention that there isa host of relevant work dealing with part-of-speeh tagging either for (written)Swedish or for spoken languages other than Swedish (notably English).Most important for our own work is the Stokholm-Ume�a Corpus (Ejerhedet al 1992), a balaned orpus of written Swedish ontaining 1.2 million words.The orpus has been automatially tagged for parts-of-speeh and manually or-reted but is known to ontain a small perentage of errors. The tagged versionof the Stokholm-Ume�a Corpus (SUC, for short) has been the primary soureof training data for our lexial model (f. setion 3.5). Other studies dealingwith part-of-speeh tagging for Swedish inlude Samuelsson (1994), Brants andSamuelsson (1995), and K�allgren (1996).One of the pioneers in part-of-speeh tagging of (transribed) spoken lan-guage was Eeg-Olofsson (1991), who used statistial methods to tag a subpartof the London-Lund Corpus (Svartvik and Quirk 1980). In this study, however,the same (manually tagged) data was used in both training and testing, whihmeans that the sparse data problem was not onfronted head-on. Moreover, thetask was failitated by the fat that all the words to be tagged were in standardorthography. In more reent years, the biggest projet in this area is withoutdoubt the tagging of the spoken part of the British National Corpus, whih wasdone using the CLAWS tagger (Garside 1987), a statistial tagger originallytrained on the tagged version of the Brown Corpus. Some of the adapatationsneessary in order to proess spoken language with a written language taggerlike the CLAWS tagger are desribed in Garside (1995), but on the whole thereis not muh information about this problem to be found in the literature.
3 Method3.1 Training DataThe primary training data used to derive maximum likelihood estimates for lex-ial and ontextual probabilities was the tagged version of the Stokholm-Ume�aCorpus (f. setion 2.3), onsisting of 1,166,902 tokens (puntuation inluded)and 107,075 distint types. Before training the tagger, all words were onvertedto lowerase letters, whih means that words that di�ered only in terms of ap-italization were treated as ourrenes of the same word type during training.This redued the number of distint types in the training orpus to 97,323.Table 1 shows the number of tokens and types ourring with a spei�number of di�erent tags in the training orpus (using the basi SUC tagset of23 tags; f. setion 3.2). On the one hand, we an see that 95.86% of all word
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types only our with one tag. On the other hand, these types together onlyrepresent 55.63% of the tokens in the orpus. The most ambiguous word type inthe orpus is i (in), whih ours with 9 di�erent tags, followed by om (about,if) and f�or (for) with 7 tags eah.5 The average number of tags per token is2.04.Table 1: Ambiguous types and tokens in the training orpus (large tagset)Tags Types Tokens1 93297 6492052 2662 2359023 291 1310114 57 666935 8 77016 5 266147 2 213598 0 09 1 28417Total 1166902 97323
3.2 TagsetsThe tagset used to tag the Stokholm-Ume�a Corpus onsists of 23 basi parts-of-speeh with morpho-syntati features that bring the total number of distinttags to 156. In tagging the GSLC, we have not made any use of features,whih means that the basi training tagset ontains 23 distint parts-of-speeh.However, in tagging the spoken language orpus we have added two new parts-of-speeh, feedbak (fb) and own ommuniation management (om). The lassof feedbak words inludes primary feedbak words, suh as ja (yes) and nej(no), as well as seondary feedbak words, e. g., adverbs like preis (preisely)when these are used to give feedbak (f. Allwood, Nivre and Ahls�en 1992). Inthe lass of own ommuniation management words we �nd mainly expressionsused for hesitation and self-editing, suh as eh, �oh, et. (f. Allwood, Nivre andAhls�en 1990). We have also omitted two of the original SUC tags, delimiter(dl) and foreign word (uo). Delimiters (puntuation, et.) simply do not o-ur in the spoken language orpus, while foreign words are to be tagged withtheir own part-of-speeh (e. g., determiner [dt℄ for the). For the purpose of on-struting a frequeny ditionary of spoken Swedish (Allwood 1999b), we havealso tagged the orpus with a smaller tagset of 11 parts-of-speeh, orrespond-ing to the traditional parts-of-speeh found in grammar books, extended withfb and om. The two tagsets used for tagging the spoken language orpus arelisted in appendix A and B.5Interestingly, all three of these word types have pp (preposition) as their most frequenttag.
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3.3 Tokenization and SegmentationAs mentioned earlier (f. setion 2.1.2), most of the tokenization in the spokenlanguage orpus is done already during the transription phase. However, thefollowing points deserve to be noted:� No attempt is made at \leaning up" the transriptions with respet tosuh phenomena as false starts, interrupted words, hesitation sounds, et.All these phenomena, as long as they an be transribed using modi�edstandard orthography, are treated as words to be tagged.� By ontrast, all pauses and inaudible segments are �ltered out from theutteranes prior to tagging, and the resulting string of words is treated asa ontinuous utterane. This deision was based on the results in Nivreet al (1996), where the inlusion of pauses and inaudible segments did notimprove tagging auray.Transriptions in GSLC are segmented into utteranes (or ontributions), wherean utterane is de�ned as a ontinuous sequene of words (possibly inludingpauses), whih is not interrupted by the non-overlapped speeh of another par-tiipant.6 During tagging, eah utterane is fed to the tagger as a separate unitwith no external ontext (exept the start and end of the utterane) taken intoaount.3.4 TaggerThe tagger used is a standard HMM trilass tagger using the Viterbi algorithmto derive the most probable part-of-speeh sequene for a given string of words(utterane). We have hosen the trilass model over the bilass model in view ofthe results in Nivre (forthoming), whih indiate that with a tagset ontainingonly 23 tags and a training orpus ontaining more than one million tokens, thetrilass model is not seriously a�eted by the sparse data problem and performssigni�antly better than the bilass model with adequate smoothing.In order to avoid underow problems,7 utteranes are segmented into min-imal strings with an unambiguous suÆx of two words, i. e., where the last twowords have only one possible part-of-speeh eah. By supplying these parts-of-speeh as ontext for the next minimal string, we guarantee that no informationis lost, sine dependenies spanning more than three words are beyond the sopeof the trilass model.3.5 Lexial Model3.5.1 The SUC ModelThe basi lexial model is given by the maximum likelihood estimates of P (wj)derived from the training orpus and smoothed using Good-Turing estimation:P̂SUC(wj) = f�(w)f()6In other words, the ourrene of overlap does not end the utterane of the �rst speakeruntil he/she stops speaking (f. Nivre 1999a).7Multiplying long hains of probabilities may yield numbers that are so small they aree�etively rounded o� to zero; this is known in the literature as the underow problem (see,e. g., Cutting et al 1992). 9



In this equation, f() is the observed frequeny of the part-of-speeh  in thetraining orpus and f� is the reestimation funtion for , de�ned in the followingway: f�(w) = (f(w) + 1)E(Nf(w)+1)E(Nf(w))where f(w) is the observed frequeny of word w with tag  in the trainingorpus, where Nf(w) and Nf(w)+1 is the number of words ourring with tag with frequeny f(w) and f(w) + 1, respetively, and E(X) is the expetationvalue of the variable X. In pratie, there is no way of preisely alulatingexpeted frequenies of frequenies, and di�erent versions of Good-Turing esti-mation di�er mainly in the way they estimate these values from the observedfrequenies of frequenies (see, e. g., Good 1953, Churh and Gale 1991, Galeand Sampson 1995). In our ase, the reestimated frequenies have been alu-lated using the simple Good-Turing method (Gale and Sampson 1995) in DanMelamed's implementation.8We refer to the probability estimates derived in this way as the SUC lexialprobabilities. In this model, unknown words (i. e., word forms not ourring inthe training orpus) are treated as tokens of a single unknown word type wuand assigned the following lexial probability for a given part-of-speeh :P̂SUC(wuj) = 1�Pw2W f�(w)f()where W is the set of word forms ourring in the training orpus. Relying onthe results in Nivre (forthoming), the probability P̂SUC(wuj) was only de�nedfor parts-of-speeh  suh that f() � 100 and 1�Pw2W f� (w) � 0:001. (Theparts-of-speeh treated as open aording to this de�nition are marked with anasterisk in appendix A and B.)3.5.2 Handling Modi�ed Standard OrthographyFrom the point of view of tagging the GSLC, the SUC lexial model in itself isde�ient in that it does not take modi�ed standard orthography into aount,whih means that forms like jafgg and �a0 will be treated as unknown words(i. e. as ourrenes of wu). In order to remedy this, we need to de�ne lexialprobabilities for equivalene lasses of word forms, where an equivalene lassontains all the forms that orrespond to a partiular standard form. Let Std(w)denote the standard form orresponding to the (possibly modi�ed) word formw.9 As a �rst attempt, we an then de�ne lexial probabilities as follows:P̂ (wj) = P̂SUC(Std(w)j)However, we still have to take into aount the fat that transribed words maybe modi�ed in order to apture aspets of prosody. In partiular, it may beapitalized to signal heavy stress and/or ontain olons that indiate lengthenedsegments. Let Pros(w) denote that word form whih is exatly like w exeptthat it is all in lowerase and ontains no olon. (If w is already in lowerase8Available at: ftp://ftp.is.upenn.edu/pub/melamed/tools/Good-Turing smoothing/.9If the standard form of w is unknown (either beause w is a genuinely unknown word orbeause it is an unknown modi�ation of a known word), we let Std(w) = wu.
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and ontains no olon, then obviously Pros(w) = w.) We an now de�ne lexialprobabilities in the following way:P̂ (wj) = P̂SUC(Std(Pros(w))j)3.5.3 Lexial ExeptionsEven when the problems of modi�ed orthography and prosody have been takenare of, there is reason to believe that the SUC lexial model, whih is basedonly on data from written Swedish, is in many respets inadequate for theanalysis of spoken language. First and most importantly, for the two new parts-of-speeh, feedbak and om, we have no statistis at all from SUC. And even ifwe had, the estimates would probably not be very good, sine these ategoriesare muh more frequent in spoken than in written language. Seondly, thereare a number of spei� word forms for whih the SUC lexial probabilities areinadequate beause they do not take all the relevant information into aount.Let us onsider three examples:� In written Swedish, the word form att is ambiguous between the subordi-nate onjuntion att (that) and the in�nitive marker att (to). In spokenSwedish, the in�nitive marker is very frequently realized as �a, whih inour transriptions is disambiguated into �a1, whereas the subordinate on-juntion is never realized in this way. This means that if we assign �a1the same lexial probabilities as written language att we will inorretlypredit that �a1 is ambiguous between these two interpretations.� Similarly, the word form jag is in written Swedish ambiguous between a�rst person pronoun (I) and a ommon noun (self). But the redued formjafgg ourring in spoken language is extremely improbable with a nounreading. Thus, we would like to say that the probability P (jafggjnn) ispratially zero, although the probability P (jagjnn) is not.� Finally, for personal pronouns in the third person plural, written languagenormally observes the ase distintion between nominative de (they) andoblique dem (them), although the neutral form dom an also be found. Inspoken language, exept in ertain dialets, the latter form is always used.Now, it so happens that this form is a homograph (but not a homophone)of the ommon noun dom (verdit). This ambiguity is as real in ourtransriptions as in written language, but beause of the muh greateruse of the forms de and dem in written language, the proportion betweenpronoun uses and noun uses for the form dom in written language is notat all representative for its use in spoken language.What is ommon to all these ases is that we need to override the SUC lexialprobabilities with manually onstruted estimates. This is not so easy, however,sine probabilities of the form P (wj) are muh more diÆult to estimate intu-itively than the \inverse" probabilities P (jw). Therefore, we rely on Bayesianinversion: P (wj) = P (jw)P (w)P ()If we an estimate P (jw) manually, then we an ompute P (wj) if we knowP (w) and P (). The lass probability P () is usually not a problem (exept for11



fb and om), but the word probability P (w) may not be readily available if thefrequeny of w is radially di�erent in written and spoken Swedish. On the otherhand, when we are onsidering alternative parts-of-speeh  for a given word wthen P (w) is a onstant, and as long as we are only interested in maximizingprobabilities (rather than omputing their exat values), we an omit P (w) fromthe earlier equation and rely on the following equation instead:P̂Ex(wj) = P̂Man(jw)P̂ ()(where P̂Man(jw) is a manual estimate of P (jw)). However, this requires thatwe do not ompare manually estimated probabilities with probabilities from theSUC lexial model, whih means that if a word form requires a manually esti-mated probability for one part-of-speeh , then we must give the orrespondingprobabilities P (0jw) for all permissible parts-of-speeh 0. Thus, for the lexialexeptions disussed above, we urrently use the following manually estimatedprobabilities:� P̂Man(iej�a1) = 1� P̂Man(pnjjafgg) = 1� P̂Man(pnjdom) = 0.49995P̂Man(dtjdom) = 0.49995P̂Man(nnjdom) = 0.0001Altogether, we use manually estimated probabilities for some three hundredword forms. About eighty per ent of these are words having fb or om as oneof their possible parts-of-speeh. Sine the Swedish lexial inventory of fb andom words has been studied in some detail (see, e. g., Allwood, Nivre and Ahls�en1990, 1992), a list of the relevant items ould be obtained rather easily.10 Theremaining group of sixty ases fall into three subgroups:1. Lexial exeptions like �a1, jafgg and dom, disussed earlier, where the sta-tistial estimates derived from the written language orpus are espeiallyproblemati.2. Foreign words, whih in SUC have a speial tag (uo), while we prefer totag them with their atual part-of-speeh (e. g., determiner [dt℄ for the).3. Certain determiners, suh as m�anga (many) and f�a (few), whih are lassi-�ed as adjetives (jj) in SUC, while we prefer to view them as determiners(dt).The words in the seond group (lexial exeptions, foreign words, and deter-miners/adjetives) have been identi�ed using the researhers' intuition, aidedby an iterative proess of tagging the spoken orpus and heking for \suspi-ious ases" in the resulting frequeny lists for di�erent parts-of-speeh, e. g.,dom (they/them/verdit) turning up as one of the most frequent nouns.One question that arises in onstruting the manually estimated lexial prob-abilities is how to treat prosodi modi�ations. It is lear that the presene of10Many of these word forms do not our in SUC at all, so some sort of exeptional treatmentwould have been neessary in any ase. 12



a ertain prosodi feature may inrease the probability of a partiular part-of-speeh assignment. Thus, the word m may our either as fb (aknowledgement)or as om (hesitation marker), but the presene of lengthening (m:) would nor-mally make the om interpretation more likely. In the urrent version of thetagger, we have not exploited prosodi information in this way, but we maywish to do so in the future. Furthermore, although some of the manually es-timated probabilities onern spei� variants of word forms (suh as jafggas opposed to jag), in most ases we want to assign the same estimate to allvariants of a word form (e. g., deftg and det). Therefore, we have to give athree-step de�nition of lexial probabilities for exeptional words:1. P̂ (wj) = P̂Ex(wj) if de�ned;2. else: P̂ (wj) = P̂Ex(Pros(w)j) if de�ned;3. else: P̂ (wj) = P̂Ex(Std(Pros(w))j) (if de�ned).The �rst ase applies to word forms ontaining signi�ant prosodi modi�ations(suh as the hypothetial m: mentioned earlier); the seond to spei� variantswith or without prosodi modi�ation (e. g., jafgg and ja:fgg, whih have alexial probability di�erent from jag and ja:g); the third to words where allvariants of a word form have the same (manually estimated) lexial probabilities(e. g., de:ftg, de:t, deftg and det).3.5.4 Ambiguous WordsIn order to make the lexial model omplete, we must also handle \star forms"like �a*, whih are ambiguous between several (known) word forms. Sine thedi�erent alternatives are mutually exlusive, we an estimate the probability ofa partiular part-of-speeh assignment simply by summing over the alternatives:P̂ (w�j) = Xwi2�w P̂ (wij)where �w is the set of possible disambiguations of w�.3.5.5 Interrupted WordsWhen a word is interrupted it is usually impossible to say with ertainty whihword was intended. We have therefore deided to treat all interrupted words(ending in +) as instanes of the ategory om. Stritly speaking, this is notorret, sine it is the interruption itself, rather than the interrupted word,whih is an OCM phenomenon, but it seems unreasonable to let the taggerguess whih part-of-speeh was intended when in most ases this is beyond theapaity of a human interpreter. The lexial model must therefore be extendedaordingly:1. P̂ (w+jom) = P̂SUC(wujom)2. P̂ (w+j) = 0 for all  6= omThe e�et of this treatment is that all interrupted words have zero probabilityof ourring with any tag other than om, whih means that they are unambigu-ously assigned to this ategory. 13



3.5.6 Unknown WordsAording to the lexial model de�ned so far, all unknown words are treated astokens of the unknown word type wu and assigned the probability P̂SUC(wuj)for all open parts-of-speeh . In pratie, we have implemented one furtherheuristi to narrow down the range of possible parts-of-speeh for unknownwords:If w an be parsed as a numeral, then it is assigned the probabil-ity P̂SUC(wujrg) (but probability zero for all other open parts-of-speeh).3.5.7 SummaryPutting all the piees together, we may now de�ne the omplete lexial modelused in tagging the spoken language transriptions as follows:1. For every word form w� ending in an asterisk (*):P̂ (w�j) =Pwi2�w P̂ (wij)2. For every word form w+ ending in a plus (+):P̂ (w+jom) = P̂SUC(wujom)P̂ (w+j) = 0 for all  6= om3. For every other word form w, P̂ (wj) =(a) P̂ (wj) = P̂Ex(wj) if de�ned;(b) else: P̂ (wj) = P̂Ex(Pros(w)j) if de�ned;() else: P̂ (wj) = P̂Ex(Std(Pros(w))j) if de�ned;(d) else: P̂ (wj) = P̂SUC(Std(Pros(w))j).where1. P̂Ex(wj) = P̂Man(jw)=P̂ ()2. P̂SUC(wj) is de�ned only for(a)  suh that f(w) > 0 if f(w) > 0;(b)  = rg if f(w) = 0 and w an be parsed as a numeral;()  suh that f() � 100 and 1�Pw2W f�(w) � 0:001 otherwise.3.6 Contextual Model3.6.1 The SUC ModelThe basi ontextual model is given by the maximum likelihood estimates ofP (iji�2; i�1) derived from the training orpus and smoothed using simpleadditive smoothing (with k = 0:5):11P̂SUC(i�2; i�1; i) = fSUC(i�2; i�1; i) + 0:5(NSUC � 2) + 0:5 � 25311This way of smoothing the maximum likelihood estimates is sometimes referred to asExpeted Likelihood Estimation (ELE); f. Gale and Churh (1990).14



P̂SUC(i�1; i) = fSUC(i�1; i) + 0:5(NSUC � 1) + 0:5 � 252P̂SUC(iji�2; i�1) = P̂SUC(i�2; i�1; i)P̂SUC(i�2; i�1)where fSUC refers to frequenies in the training orpus and NSUC is the numberof word tokens in this orpus. Additive smoothing was hosen beause it was oneof the two top soring methods for the ontextual model in Nivre (forthoming)and beause it is muh easier to implement than the seond method, bak-o�smoothing, espeially when one wishes to inlude ategories that are not presentin the training orpus, suh as fb and om in our ase. We refer to the estimatesderived in this way as the SUC ontextual probabilities.3.6.2 The GSLC ModelIt seems very likely that the ontextual probabilities derived from the writtentraining orpus will not in all respets be representative for the patterns foundin spoken language. In partiular, this onerns the new ategories fb and omfor whih we really have no data at all. In an attempt to overome this problem,we de�ne a seond ontextual model based on the results of tagging the spokenlanguage orpus with the SUC ontextual model and the lexial model de�nedin setion 3.5. We refer to this model as the GSLC ontextual model:P̂GSLC(i�2; i�1; i) = fGSLC(i�2; i�1; i) + 0:5(NGSLC � 2) + 0:5 � 253P̂GSLC(i�1; i) = fGSLC(i�1; i) + 0:5(NGSLC � 1) + 0:5 � 252P̂GSLC(iji�2; i�1) = P̂GSLC(i�2; i�1; i)P̂GSLC(i�2; i�1)In these equations, fGSLC refers to frequenies in the tagged spoken languageorpus, while NGSLC is the total number of word tokens in this orpus. Inomputing these frequenies, eah utterane boundary is treated as two subse-quent tokens of a speial boundary symbol ($), tagged with the dummy ategorystart, whih is also supplied as left and right ontext for eah utterane duringtagging. This means that the onditioning of ontextual probabilities inludesthe start and end of utteranes but does not span aross utteranes.3.7 EvaluationThe standard way of evaluating part-of-speeh taggers (assuming a onditionof fored hoie) is by omputing their auray rate, i. e., the proportion oforret tags out of the total number of tagged tokens:Auray = #Tokens orretly tagged / #TokensAuray rates will be given with a .95 binomial on�dene interval, and di�er-enes between taggers have been tested for signi�ane using MNemar's test(Everitt 1977, Dietterih 1997).In addition, we will ompute reall and preision for individual parts-of-speeh , de�ned in the following way:15



Reall() = #Tokens orretly tagged  / #Tokens of Preision() = #Tokens orretly tagged  / #Tokens tagged The evaluation is based on a random sample of 822 utteranes from the spokenlanguage orpus onsisting of 10,003 word tokens, whih was tagged manuallyby one of the authors. During the manual tagging proess, 3 omplete utter-anes (omprising 244 word tokens) and 2 utterane segments (9 word tokens)were exluded from the test orpus beause they were in a language other thanSwedish. By ontrast, isolated foreign words and short phrases ourring aspart of a Swedish utterane were retained and sored as orret only if theywere tagged with their orret part-of-speeh (e. g., determiner [dt℄ for the).The �nal test orpus thus onsisted of 819 utteranes and 9,750 word tokens.Table 2 shows the distribution of di�erent utterane lengths (measured in wordsper utterane) in the test orpus. In ases where the human annotator was not
Table 2: Utterane length distribution in the test orpus (N = 819)No. of words Frequeny (f) Proportion (f=N)1 209 0.262 52 0.063 57 0.074 46 0.065 51 0.066{10 153 0.1911{20 133 0.1621{ 118 0.14Total 819 1.00

able to hoose a single tag, the tag assigned automatially was sored as orretif it was one of the tags onsidered possible by the human annotator. Theseases represented about 2.6% of the word tokens with the large tagset and about1.7% with the small tagset. If the tag assigned automatially was not one ofthose onsidered by the human annotator, one of the potentially orret tagswas randomly hosen as the orret one when omputing the reall for di�erentparts of speeh. In this way, we ensure that the maximum reall (as well aspreision) is always 100%.
4 Results4.1 Overall AurayTagging with the SUC ontextual model resulted in an auray rate of 93.85%(�0.48%) for the large tagset and 96.16% (�0.39%) for the small tagset. Theorresponding results for the GSLC ontextual model were 95.30% (�0.43%)(large tagset) and 97.44% (�0.32%) (small tagset). The di�erene between thetwo models is signi�ant at the .99 level for both tagsets (MNemar's test).
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4.2 Reall and PreisionThe reall and preision for di�erent parts-of-speeh in the large tagset are givenin table 3. For the majority of ategories (12 out of 2212) the GSLC ontextual
Table 3: Reall and preision (large tagset)Tag Tokens ReallSUC ReallGSLC PreisionSUC PreisionGSLCab 1455 90.03 93.06 95.55 96.85dt 406 90.89 93.35 82.55 81.68fb 635 98.58 99.84 93.71 99.37ha 101 92.08 92.00 54.71 66.91hd 10 100.00 90.00 100.00 100.00hp 176 90.34 90.34 92.98 94.64ie 100 95.00 95.00 81.20 79.17in 27 88.89 96.30 96.00 100.00jj 322 82.30 88.20 93.31 94.67kn 509 91.16 94.30 97.27 95.62nn 986 93.91 97.82 95.66 95.73om 215 100.0 100.00 96.41 100.00p 57 78.95 77.19 50.00 80.00pl 113 81.42 75.22 78.63 82.52pm 92 83.70 86.96 87.50 89.89pn 1623 95.26 95.00 98.41 99.04pp 607 95.06 97.20 91.30 90.49ps 36 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00rg 118 90.68 95.76 99.07 99.12ro 16 93.75 93.75 71.43 78.95sn 203 87.19 84.24 86.34 89.53vb 1943 98.02 99.02 98.61 98.76Total 9750 93.85 95.29 93.85 95.29

model gives better results than the SUC ontextual model for both reall andpreision. Four ategories have marginally lower reall but this is ompensatedby a gain in preision. Conversely, for six ategories preision drops while reallimproves or stays the same.Looking at the atual �gures for the best ontextual model (GSLC), we �ndthat 13 out of 22 ategories in the large tagset have both reall and preisionabove 90%. Of these ategories, fb, om, ps and vb have espeially high �gures(about 99% or better for both reall and preision). Of the remaining ategories,four (dt, ha, ie, ro) have onsiderably better reall than preision and thusappear to be overused by the tagger. Conversely, one ategory (jj) has preisionbut not reall above 90%. The remaining four (p, pl, pm, sn) have bothpreision and reall below 90%.Table 4 gives the orresponding �gures for the small tagset. Here the GSLContextual model improves reall and preision for virtually all ategories. Theonly exeption is prep, whih has a small drop in preision (but a gain in reall).12One of the 23 ategories, wh-possessives (hs), was not represented at all in the test orpus.
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Table 4: Reall and preision (small tagset)Tag Tokens ReallSUC ReallGSLC PreisionSUC PreisionGSLCadj 378 83.60 87.56 84.49 93.24adv 1669 94.25 95.45 94.87 97.13fb 635 98.58 99.84 93.71 99.37int 27 88.89 96.30 96.00 100.00onj 812 94.58 96.31 96.12 96.19noun 1078 94.71 98.24 96.59 96.66num 133 92.48 96.24 94.62 96.24om 215 100.00 100.00 96.41 100.00pron 2253 98.09 98.45 98.93 99.28prep 607 95.06 97.20 91.30 90.49verb 1943 98.92 99.02 98.61 98.76Total 9750 96.16 97.44 96.16 97.44
With the GSLC ontextual model, both reall and preision are over 90% forall ategories exept one (adj).
5 DisussionLet us begin by noting that the overall auray rates of our spoken languagetaggers ompare fairly well with the performane reported in the literature forwritten language (f. setion 2.2.1), ranging from 94% to 97% depending ontagset and ontextual model. Not surprisingly, we also see that the reestima-tion of the ontextual model based on a preliminary tagging of the spoken lan-guage orpus yields a substantial and highly signi�ant improvement of overallauray.This result indiates not only that there are important di�erenes betweenthe syntax of written and spoken language | whih is hardly surprising |but also that these di�erenes are reeted even in a syntati model as rudeas the probabilisti trilass model. A good ase in point is the preponderaneof one-word utteranes in spoken language (f. setion 3.7) with probabilitydistributions di�ering greatly from the ones found in written language. Animportant onlusion of our work must therefore be that a reestimation of theontextual model is a ruial step in the adaptation proess if we want to apply astatistial tagger trained on written language to the analysis of spoken languagedata.Looking at individual parts-of-speeh, we see that reall/preision is im-proved more or less aross the board, but improvement is espeially notieablefor the typial \spoken language ategories" fb (preision), in (reall and pre-ision), and om (preision). Conversely, ategories that are more frequent inwritten than in spoken language often have worse preision with the GSLContextual model. Cases in point are dt, ie, and pp. (With the small tagset,these tendenies disappear due to the fat that these ategories are not learlydisambiguated as suh; see below.)From a methodologial point of view, it is interesting to note that the im-
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provement due to the retraining of the ontextual model ours despite the fatthat the preliminary tagging ontains a fair amount of tagging errors (4{6%depending on tagset). This raises the question whether it is possible to improvethe results further by iterating this proedure, i. e., by retraining the ontextualmodel again based on the results of the seond tagging, et. It appears that thisis not the ase. Preliminary experiments have shown that there are few signi�-ant hanges in the ontextual model as a result of further iterations and thatperformane, if anything, gets worse. This probably points to an overtraininge�et.Cruial as the ontextual model may be, it is nevertheless the ase that thequality of the lexial model a�ets tagging auray even more. Fortunately,our results seem to indiate that a lexial model derived from written languagedata an be adapted to spoken language with rather minimal e�orts, i. e., byproviding manual probability estimates for a few hundred exeptional words.The results look even more promising when we onsider the fat that wehave so far done very little to ope with the ubiquitous problem of unknownwords, whih means that there should be room for further improvement byimplementing standard heuristis suh as looking at word endings (see, e.g.,Samuelsson 1994).Another way of improving tagging auray is to try to eliminate espeiallyfrequent errors. If we onsider the reall/preision �gures for individual parts-of-speeh with the GSLC ontextual model, we �nd that some tags are overused(higher reall than preision), while others are underused (higher preision thanreall). To some extent, these ategories ome in pairs; and to some extentthe error patterns for these pairs seem to reet a \written language bias" inthe lexial model for ertain word forms. The pattern is espeially lear withthe large tagset where, for example, pronouns (pn) are frequently mislassi�edby the tagger as determiners (dt), ordinary adverbs (ab) as wh-adverbs (ha),verb partiles (pl) and onjuntions (kn) as prepositions (pp), the subjuntionatt (sn) as an in�nitive marker (ie), and the relative pronoun som (hp) as aonjuntion (kn). In all these ases, the frequeny distribution of di�erent parts-of-speeh for a given word form di�ers signi�antly between written and spokenSwedish and, sine the lexial model is derived from written language data, thetagger tends to err in the diretion of overusing the tags that are more frequentin written language than in spoken language, even with the reestimation of theontextual model.Errors belonging to the �ve \onfusion pairs" listed above represent morethan 40% of all errors made by the tagger with the large tagset, 189 ases outof a total of 458 errors in the test orpus. Moreover, of these 189 errors, almost80% (150) are ontributed by as few as eight word forms. These word forms arelisted, in order of dereasing error frequeny, with rough English translationsin table 5. The fat that suh a small number of word forms aount for suha large part of the tagging errors may be seen as a positive result in the sensethat, in priniple, it seems possible to improve the performane of the taggeronsiderably by �ne-tuning the lexial model for a relatively small number ofword forms. However, it should also be pointed out that, for all of the wordforms listed in table 5, there is also a small number of errors going in the otherdiretion.13 It is therefore an open question to what extent it is possible, by13The ratio between the two error types is 1:6 on average.
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Table 5: Eight frequent error typesWord form Corret tag Erroneous tag Frequenydet pn:itNEUTER dt:theNEUTER 33d�a ab:then ha:whenREL 28att sn:that ie:to 23d�ar ab:there ha:whereREL 18som hp:who/whih/that kn:as 16den pn:itUTER dt:theUTER 13f�or kn:for pp:for 11dom pn:they/them dt:thePLUR 8
hand-tuning lexial probabilities, to redue the one type of error without aorresponding inrease in the other type. For the moment, we have no data onthis, but it is learly a problem that is worth exploring further.Finally, onerning the small tagset, we simply observe that the generallyhigher reall/preision �gures (as ompared to the large tagset) are due to thefat that several of the diÆult tag pairs disussed above are simply mergedin the smaller tagset. Thus, determiners and pronouns are both lassi�ed aspronouns (pron),14 ordinary adverbs and wh-adverbs as adverbs (adv), et.
6 ConlusionMany researh groups working with spoken language have to fae the problemof tagging a orpus of transribed spoken language for parts-of-speeh with notagged orpus of spoken language available to train the tagger. In this artile,we have tried to show that one way of solving this problem is to go through thefollowing �ve steps:1. Train a statistial tagger on tagged data from written language.2. Adjust the lexial model in the following two ways:(a) De�ne a mapping of non-standard word forms in the transriptions(if any) to written standard forms.(b) De�ne an exeptional lexial model for word forms where the proba-bilities derived from written language data an be expeted to di�ergreatly from their true probabilities in spoken language.3. Tag the spoken language orpus using the adjusted lexial model and theontextual model derived from written language data.4. Retrain the ontextual model on the tagged spoken language orpus re-sulting from step 3.5. Tag the spoken language orpus using the adjusted lexial model and thenewly derived ontextual model.14This is standard pratie in Swedish elementary grammars, probably due to the largenumber of word forms that an be used in both ways.20



The results of our evaluation indiate that this method an produe good-qualitytagging and therefore represents a viable alternative to more traditional methodsof supervised and unsupervised training of statistial taggers. Sine there isno need to tag large amounts of training data manually, our method is lesslabor-intensive than ordinary supervised learning | in the ontext envisaged |while apparently giving omparable auray. And sine unsupervised learninggenerally tends to give lower auray than supervised learning (Merialdo 1994),we an at least hypothesize that our method is preferable to, say, Baum-Welhtraining on grounds of auray.To test this hypothesis, or indeed to make a omparative study of all threemethods, is an interesting projet for the future. In the meantime, we anonly onlude that our method seems to o�er a good ompromise between thedemands of minimizing e�ort and maximizing auray, and we an thereforereommend it to researh groups faing problems similar to ours.
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